As part of the residents’ responsibility to track monthly mentoring hours, we ask them to answer some reflective questions regarding how the month has been in clinical practice, their performance and the feedback they have received from mentors and patients.

- See Mentor feedback to Resident-BSWIR-TWU Residency

Once a month, residents are required to do a Clinical Reasoning long form based on the ICF model regarding 1 patient. You may review this form in the Clinical Reasoning section of this compendium.

- Weekly Clinical Reasoning Long Form/BSWIR-TWU Women's Health

Sometimes the mentor selects the patient (usually somebody we’ve mentored with them that they seem to be struggling with or missing a key piece or information) or sometimes they pick the patient (usually one we will be mentoring with in the future).

The residents also write a reflective paper as part of their final project in their last didactic class for TWU. The case study is presented in 20 minutes to a group of local PTs that includes the research regarding diagnosis and treatment but also includes their reflection.